
                                      

 

CAPE BULLMASTIFF CLUB MONTHLY NEWSLETTER – 
JULY 2017 

From the Chair: This month the CBC presents Breeder Ina 

Jenkins          

 SANNIESEBOS BULLMASTIFFS 

                                                                      

 

Ina got her first Bullmastiff as a young girl in 1952 and has always preferred the brindle coloured dog. 

She started breeding in 1996 after acquiring a breeding pair, both brindle, from Sondu Bullmastiffs (Don 

and the late Sue Spooner) – namely Sondu Knersis and Sondu Sabrina. And the rest they say is history!. 



                         

                      BISS Ch. Sanniesebos Spooner CBA (Ex) Group Winner and FCI graded Excellent  

                                      Ina’s top winning brindle boy “Spooner” named after the Spooner’s. 

Ch. Sondu Casca was the sire (AI) and Sabrina of Sanniesebos pictured below, bred by Nico and Jonel 

Van Schalkwyk, the dam. 

                                                      

                                          Sabrina of Sanniesebos CBA (Ex) (*Note: Sabrina the second) 

              

                                Sanniesebos Mamma Mia and BISS Ch. Sanniesebos Spooner CBA(Ex) 



 

 

                                        

                                           Sanniesebos Stander CBA as a pup and achieving his CBA as an adult                                 

                          

   Sanniesebos Just Jazz HD A2 A2 ED 0:0 Eyes clear 2 CC’s 

Ina has 12 Bullmastiffs in her kennels of which only one is clear coloured and she X-rays and has her 

breeding stock graded by a SAVA Scrutineer. When possible she exhibits / participates in the KUSA 

Conformation shows and the Cape Bullmastiff Club Character and Breed Assessment (CBA). All her pups 

get a PAT (Puppy Aptitude Test) by Chris Pretorius prior to placing.   

She does not ask for deposits on puppy bookings. 

                              



 

                                

                                 Chizelhurst Christie of Sanniesebos at obedience training with handler 

 

 

                                            Desoete Zeelia My Girl of Sanniesebos with a litter of pups 

   (yes!! – only one clear colour and the sire was a red!!!) 



                                                                     

BPISS & BOS in Speciality Show January 2017: Sanniesebos Jaime (MBISS Ch.Chizelhurst Chenjela CBA x 

Chizelhurst Christie of Sanniesebos) with handler Hendrika Tecana 

The Bullmastiff Breed Standard colours are “Any shade of brindle, fawn or red: colour to be pure and 

clear. A slight white marking on chest permissible. Other white markings undesirable. Black muzzle 

essential, toning off towards eyes with dark markings around eyes contributing to expression” 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE BRINDLE GENE 

All the available literature on the Bullmastiff informs breeders about the importance of using 

the brindle Bullmastiff in long term breeding programmes. Some breeders are adamant that 

there can be no purity and clarity of colour without a brindle somewhere in the line, as it is the 

brindle that is the key to the cosmetic colouring in the dog. 

And indeed the early breeders were quick to realise (working on a practical trial and error 

basis??) that when they did incorporate brindle into their long-term breeding programmes, the 

dirty smudging seen regularly in matings between the clear colours, who apparently do not 

carry the brindle gene, disappeared from their stock, and the mask on the muzzle was clearer. 

What they perhaps did not know was the genetics involved in the inheritance of the mask and 

the brindle coat in the Bullmastiff. 

There are actually two kinds of brindle Bullmastiffs. There is what is called a true or pure brindle 

with the genetic code of ebr ebr, and what is called a brindle with a masking gene which carries 

the code of Emebr. 

It is not always possible to tell the difference between the two as the brindle colouring of the 

dog sometimes obscures the masked portions of the muzzle, but the difference can be seen 

clearly in the clear colours that also normally carry this masking gene. Occasionally there are 

dogs that do not carry this masking gene, or the mask is a poor one. This can be seen especially  



 

in the clear colours, but sometimes in the brindle. As the Breed Standard calls for specifications 

in respect of the mask, dogs that are deficient in this quality will not be readily displayed in the 

breed conformation ring and knowledgeable breeders will probably not breed with such stock 

unless they have other positive qualities, which could explain why we see so few of them.  

                             

     Brindles with no/ minimal mask                       Brindle with distinct mask 

Apart from expensive blood tests, a way to positively determine the one brindle from the other 

is to mate that particular brindle to a clear colour and the colours of the offspring will provide 

the answer. If the dog is a true brindle ALL the pups will be brindle regardless of the colour of 

the other dog. 

      ********* 

       GASTRIC DILATATION VOLVULUS  

CBC member and Bullmastiff enthusiast Alison Bryant submitted the following story: 

                                                         

    “Mac” and Alison in happier days 



An emotional Alison recalls:- “ we were in Stellenbosch when the dog sitter called from our 

home in Plettenberg Bay with the news that “Mac” needed to go into emergency theatre for a 

twisted gut. It was beyond terrible as in all my life I never expected this to happen”. 

The symptoms the dog sitter, Olivia, picked up after a bit of robust play between “Mac” and his  

buddy were wining, coughing, trying to vomit and distress barking. Fortunately, Olivia realized 

something was wrong and immediately contacted the Veterinarian on call and within a short 

time “Mac” was receiving excellent care for his torsion. 

The veterinarians performed a gastropexy at the same time, a procedure which attaches the 

stomach to the ribs to prevent further torsion. 

                                                             

                                                              A post-operative “Mac” recuperating at home ☹.  

                                                       

    The gaseous accumulation noted on x-ray. 

“Mac” is now adapting to a regime change which includes raising his food and water bowls off the 

ground, small frequent meals as opposed  to large full bowls morning and night, no exercise before, 

during or after his meals and has made a 100% recovery.   

 

 



 

DEFINITION 

Gastric dilatation volvulus / gastric torsion / twisted stomach is an emergency condition in which the 

stomach becomes overstretched with gas and rotates on its axis blocking off the oesophagus, and hence 

any release of gas from the stomach. The rotation can also rip the spleen and other intestinal organs 

from their positions. The lack of blood supply and oxygen to the organs along with the pain sends the 

dog into shock where it will die if there is no quick action.  

It is common in the deep chested dogs and has a high mortality rate if not attended too immediately. 

                                                 And ‘the Big Mac’ totally healed and up and about😊 

                                                                                                                              

                                   ********************                                  

                                              FROM THE FAMILY ALBUMS 

                   

                                                           ****************************** 

 

 



                               CH. LAGRATITUDE DURANGO DUKE CBA (Ex) 

  11/12/2009 – 02/06/2017             

It is with great sadness that the Bullmastiff fraternity says good bye to one of its greatest – an 

exceptional dog that made his presence and name known in the show ring and in most 

households.  “Duke” dominated the Conformation ring for many years and held many titles and was a 

force to be reckoned with- his gentle nature was one of his most endearing assets.     

Our thoughts and prayers to Bernhard & Retha Bouwer who loved him so much.   
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